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Abstract: Digital fabrication and makerspaces in the 21st century knowledge society call for revisiting the notion 
of design thinking and a different approach to curriculum. This paper aims to rethink roles of curriculum for 
promoting design thinking in digital fabrication. We will present one case study of designing a competency-based 
curriculum in higher education in Canada. A number of design competencies are presented together with some 
general discussion about how competency-based curriculum promotes informant design and collaborative 
approach to digital fabrication.	 
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Introduction 

Digital fabrication and makerspaces in the 21st century knowledge society call for revisiting the notion 
of design thinking and a different approach to curriculum. Design thinking is generally defined as a process to 
create and enact solutions for complex problems drawing upon systemic reasoning, intuition, visualization, and 
imagination (Rutgers, Kim, & Epp, 2015). In contrast with traditional notions of design thinking focusing 
mainly on cognitive theories of problem solving, our recent work (Rutgers, Kim, & Epp, 2015) reveals that 
design thinking can be understood as situatedness and think-do-feel. Through a situated learning lens, the 
situated view of design thinking addresses the importance of reflective reasoning about the designer’s 
interactions with the external world toward the development of a communicative action about performance.  

Further, learning to master situated design processes also requires learners not only to reflect (think) in 
action but also to incorporate their own emotions and actions in the design process. However, far less attention 
has focused on the integration of design thinking into school curricula to promote learners’ design thinking and 
deep learning. Our research resides in this gap with the aim of promoting digital fabrication and makerspaces 
within formal school settings. This paper will present an emerging competency-based curriculum and outline a 
number of considerations for future research in digital fabrication and makerspaces. 
 
From Users to Informants in Informant Design 

Due to emerging technologies, it is increasingly clear that there is no significant divide between 
consumers/users and producers/designers of knowledge (Kim, 2013; Kalantzis & Cope, 2010). Hence, attempts 
continue to be made to shape learning activities in a way that engages learners or users in design experiences. 
Depending on the main role of learners in the design processes, the design processes are often called user-
centered design, participatory design, and informant design approaches (Jamaludin, Kim & Hung, 2012). It 
shows a shift in attitude from designing for users to one of designing with users, to one of designing with users 
viewed as experts.  

In contrast with traditional views of the role of users, user-centered design (UCD) approach considers 
the importance of users’ feedback in the design process. The main focus of UCD is whether a final product 
being designed meets the needs of the users. In other words, the user is not really a partner in design. In reaction 
to this issue of “asymmetrical relationship”, participatory design (PD) ensures that “users can jointly work 
together with the designers to develop a system to fit their needs” (Scaife, Rogers, Aldrich & Davies, 1997, p. 
343). The more recently popularized, alternative PD is informant design (ID) whereby users, even young 
people, are viewed as co-designers or informants who could provide information about their learning difficulties 
and desired learning processes and outcomes at the various stages of design (Facer & Williamson, 2004). 

This user-led approach calls for a new way of what it means for curriculum. Drawing upon the 
principle of such an informant design approach, there needs to be a re-conceptualization of curriculum in a 
manner that ensures the creative involvement of learners as informants or co-designers, in particular in a 



Fablearn context. In the following section, we will introduce our competency-based curriculum, which was 
originally designed by the second author for Bachelor of Design in industrial design in Canada.  
 
The Study 

We draw on qualitative case study methodology for an in-depth analysis (Kim, 2014; Patton, 2002) of a 
competency-based curriculum at Ontario College of Art and Design University (OCADU) as one of the leading 
design schools in Canada. OCADU has recently established a competency based curricular structure. In the 
overall project, we examine the learning progression of OCADU faculty members and students through analysis 
of video-recorded classroom observations, student-learning artifacts, student performance, surveys and 
interviews. However, in this paper, we will focus mainly on discussing the findings for this research question: 
How does a competency-based curriculum support digital fabrication and makerspaces? Following Stake 
(1995), we employ an instrumental case study to provide insight into an issue.  
 
Competency-Based Curriculum 

Acknowledging the nature of design thinking (Rutgers, Kim & Epp, 2015), competency-centered 
learning addresses a holistic approach focuses on the overall competence of designing, integrating doing, feeling 
and thinking. Figure 1 indicates how design competency domains, competencies, levels and program 
competencies are defined and organized in the industrial design program.  

               
          Figure 1. Competencies in Industrial Design.       Figure 2. Design Competency Domain in ID. 

Design competency domains refer to 4 thematic clusters (i.e., images, objects, thoughts, and core) in 
industry design. Each domain consists of four design competencies resulting in sixteen design competencies.	
Each design competency has five levels such as intake (I), grasp (G), use (U), create (C), and mastery (M) (see 
Figure 2) in relation to specific learning outcomes. Each course within a certain domain develops levels in 
multiple competencies, building on previous course outcomes. This competency-based curriculum (CBC) 
primarily concentrates on the interrelationship among thinking, feeling, and doing through carefully designed 
competencies for design students’ learning.		

As shown in Figure 3, for example, in a course named ‘Advanced Drawing’, such integration is 
addressed across design competencies such as ‘expressing drawing’, ‘diagrammatical drawing’, ‘design drawing 
& verification’, and ‘presentation design’. For thinking, the course aims to enable students to use drawing as 
thinking tools in individual, group and client based interaction. For feeling, the course aims to embrace the role 
of a visual communicator that uses drawing understand, communicate, and empathize. For doing, the course 
aims to naturalize drawing as a tool in expression, ideation, representation and communication. 
 
Competency Profiles 

In order to assure the integration of thinking, feeling, and doing, it is recommended to align assessment 
with learning outcomes. In this way, Figure 3 indicates three assignments in ‘Advanced Drawing’ course that 
aim to provide ID students with the training to develop their respective competencies. Each competency is 
weighted differently in each assignment, and with each assignment, different learning outcomes are weighted 
differently. In this regard, CBC produces “a visual curriculum map that would chart out all the courses, links, 
and pathways for both students and faculty” (Rutgers & Kim & Epp, 2015).  

In addition to written descriptions of design competencies and learning outcomes, CBC also initiates to 
integrate visual representation in the assessment of student learning, in particular design competencies. As 
shown in Figure 4, design students are encouraged to do self-assessment to define their competencies that he or 
she is relatively strong in. 



 
Findings 

We organize our findings around four key issues pertaining to both digital fabrication and CBC: (a) 
privileging making, (b) articulating of ideas prior to manifestation in a prototype, (c) the affordances of 
communication and sharing using visual and 3D thinking methods, and (d) informant design. 

                
   Figure 3. The Integration of Thinking, Feeling, and Doing.             Figure 4. Competency Profile. 
 
Privileging Making 

Within the process of digital fabrication, many similarities exist to the activity of industrial design, 
hence digital fabrication as a discourse is more inclusive to its disciplinary input, in fact welcomes everybody 
with a keen interest in the culture of making and learning by doing. This suggests a privileging of action and 
doing above thoughtful reflection and analysis, the hallmark of most liberal arts education. Having had to define 
the learning outcomes of design within such liberal arts context, we have had to re-emphasize the importance, 
strategic role of the act of doing (making) and argue for its context or situation in which higher level cognitive 
and affective capabilities are being acquired. Now bending towards the maker discourse, we feel a need to argue 
for inclusion of these higher-level thinking and feeling capabilities that are embedded within digital fabrication. 
So we learn through making, but we learn far more than the act of making itself, curriculum related to digital 
fabrication needs to acknowledge this and incorporate in its didactic structure.  
 
Articulating of Ideas 

To make is to articulate ideas, thoughts, and visions in a tangible way at all stages of the digital 
fabrication process. Yet sometimes it takes a while before code is to be experienced, despite the many great 
digital prototyping hardware and software platforms (e.g., Envisio, Arduino). While the physical or digital 
prototype being created is rather unambiguous in its manifestation (once it is there), there are stages prior to this 
stage of resolution that are less suitable to design development and sharing. Industrial Design students have a 
series of competencies that could provide benefits to the digital fabrication design process. Of the sixteen 
industrial design competencies, those of ‘visual thinking’ through sketch, diagram, charts, story boards and 
figures comes to mind as insightful and powerful ways of rendering the desired digital experiences (Buxton, 
2007). Another competency is 3D thinking, the competency of designers to think, mock up and talk through the 
making and prototyping process engaged in digital fabrication. This is typical a competency that is developed in 
the workshops under supervision of a master maker and albeit mostly implicitly acquired, something that could 
be more formally acknowledged, measured and taught. Within digital fabrication, this competency of making 
things, relations and interactions tangible and experiential prior to implementation is critical.  
 
The Affordances of Communication and Sharing Using Visual and 3D Thinking Methods 

What these and other design competencies that are relevant have in common is that next to being 
critical in the making process, these provide many more affordances for communication and collaboration 
within the digital fabrication process. The more opportunities are identified in articulating intent, ideas and 
visions through visual thinking and 3D thinking applications, the more open the process becomes for 
collaboration. Industrial Designers routinely collaborate with each other and other disciplines using these 



intermediate ‘artifacts of communication’ at all stages in the design development process. Using rough sketches, 
process models as focal points for group discussion, the evocation of feedback becomes seamless, also due to 
the rough nature of drawings and process models there is no inhibition to change, modify or reframe the design 
project. The timeline of a design project is sprinkled with these kinds of communication artifacts, and range into 
the physical and digital prototypes that are now so easy and affordable to create. Even when students present 
prototypes at that stage, the use of visual and 3D thinking techniques remain effective languages to understand 
and improve on the design and development, far into the production process. 
 
Informant Design 

The domain of industrial design and interaction design has over the last decade changed from a design 
for user process to a design with user process. Different authors have presented processes, methods and tools for 
involving end users as co-creators earlier into the design process. These – now well documented and proven – 
methods would also be beneficial to be included in the digital maker discourse, as it aims to bridge the gap 
between maker/designer and user anyhow. We imagine that the digital fabrication process becomes more fluid, 
collaborative and tied to the social processes and needs of end users, all connected by the visible ties of the 
making process. For this to happen, the digital fabricators need to embrace some of the competencies of 
industrial designers. To ‘speak’ about what needs to be made requires some competency in visual thinking and 
3D thinking, as it provides an enriched bandwidth in which we can engage and communicate to people. In 
addition, the competencies of ‘understanding people’ as well the competency of ‘design process can be vital. In 
short, the competency of people is not only about developing the emphatic capability in order to truly engage 
with people, but also a structural process of eliciting, organizing and prioritizing the needs of the different 
groups of users that are envisioned to interact with them to be made object. The competency of design process 
would make the ‘maker’ familiar with all the tools, processes and exercises designers have developed over the 
last decade to include users into a meaningful way into the design process.  
 
Conclusion and Implications 

This paper suggests that it is important to establish a competency-based curriculum (CBC) with the aim 
of putting informant design into practice. With the advent of digital participatory culture through digital 
fabrication, many educators are beginning to explore the potential of makerspaces to support student learning 
and bring about educational change. A growing number of universities, communities, museums and libraries are 
also beginning to design makerspaces. A makerspace can mean many things, but most involve attempts to create 
spaces where makers regardless of their ability come together and actually learn in the process of making, 
building, and designing. However, it is not the digital technologies that bring about educational change or 
innovative learning environments. This paper suggests that the integration of design thinking into the design 
curriculum would offer new possibilities for addressing informant design to provide preliminary guideline for 
curriculum design and teaching.    
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